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Bruno Bettelheim has had remarkable success in treating deeply emotionally disturbed children. A student of Sigmund Freud, he was a fierce opponent of the operatic methods of conditioning B. F. Skinner and other behaviors. Born in Austria, Bettelheim came to the United States in 1939. Deeply influenced by the year
he spent in the German concentration camp during World War II, he reflects in his writings his sensitivity and knowledge of the fear and anxiety caused in such conditions. His famous individual and mass behavior (1943), first published in a scientific periodical and then as a pamphlet, is a study of the human personality
under the stress of totalitarian terror and life in a concentration camp. Bettelheim sees a connection between the riots of the surviving concentration camp inmates and those of the autistic, or harshly removed, children he describes in The Empty Fortress (1967) because both survived extreme situations. Children of
Dreams (1969) describes with considerable enthusiasm the absence of neuroses in children raised in kibbutz in Israel in groups of other children and cared for by adults who are not their parents. Bettelheim believes that American ghetto children will benefit from this experience, preferring at best partial assistance to
current programs aimed at accelerating educational progress for the underprivileged. From 1944 to 1973, Bettelheim served as director of Sonia Schenkman Orthoenede School, a residential laboratory for the treatment of children with abused children at the University of Chicago. Until his death in 1990, Bettelheim
remained active in his academic studies, continuing to write about the upbringing of healthy children and dedicating himself to improving people's living conditions. Mickle from Niesley (1901-1956) was a Jewish prisoner in the Auschwitz concentration camp. Niesley, his wife and young daughter were transported to
Auschwitz in May 1944. After working briefly as a worker at I.G. Farben's factory in Auschwitz-Monowice, his medical qualifications were discovered by the SS and he was sent to a death camp in Auschwitz-Birkenau, where he worked as a pathologist under the supervision of the infamous camp physician Joseph
Mengele. Niisli survived the camp with his daughter and returned to his home, which is now part of Romania, where he died in 1956. Miklos Nyiszli (Author) Tiber Kremer (Translator) 2 More Price $14.95 $13.75 Publisher Arcade Publishing Date April 01, 2011 Pages 240 Dimensions 5.5 x 0.9 X 8.1 inch 0.6 pound
English soft cover EAN/UPC 9781611450118 Miklos Nyisli was a Jewish prisoner and doctor at the Auschwitz concentration camp under the direct direction of Joseph Mengele, an SS officer and doctor. Richard Seaver was an editor, publisher and translator who became legendary for championing writers in the face of
censorship and cultural sanctimony. He was editor-in-chief of Grove Press in the 1960s, began his own imprint at Viking in 1971, and served as publisher of Holt, Rinehart and Winston until he founded Arcade Publishing in 1988, which he ran with his wife, Jeannette, until his death in 2009. He was the author of The
Tender Hour of Twilight: Paris in the 50s, New York in the 60s: A Memoir of the Golden Age Publishing House. Wall Street Journal E-Book Best-selling Pulitzer Prize Winners: General Non-Fiction (1962-2020) VIEW LIST (60 BOOKS) Witness physician Miklos Nyiszli Copyright © 2011 Miklos Nyiszli All Rights protected.
ISBN: 978-1-61145-011-8 May 1944. inside each of the locked cattle cars ninety people were crammed. The stench of urinal buckets that were so full they overflowed made the air breathless. The train of the deportees. For four days, forty identical cars endlessly rolled in slovakia, then on the territory of the central
government, which led us to an unknown destination. We were part of the first group of more than a million Hungarian Jews sentenced to death. Leaving Tatra behind us, we passed the lublin and Krakow stations. During the war, these two cities were used as regrouping camps, or more precisely, as death camps,
because here all the anti-Nazis of Europe were herded and sorted out for destruction. Barely an hour out of Krakau the railway base to stop in front of the station of some value. Signs in Gothic letters declared it Auschwitz, a place that meant nothing to us because we had never heard of it. The SS troops who have
accompanied us so far have been replaced by others. The trains left the train. From the occasional scrap of conversation overheard I had gathered we were near the end of our journey. The line of carriages began to move again, and after about twenty minutes stopped with a long, sharp whistling of the locomotive.
Through the crack I saw a deserted area: the ground was yellowish clay, similar to East Silesia, broken here and there by green thickets of trees. Concrete pylons stretched in rows to the horizon, with barbed wire strung between them from top to bottom. Signs warned us that the wires were electrically charged with high
current tension. Inside the huge squares, bounded by pylons stood hundreds of barracks covered with green paper resin and arranged to form a long, rectangular network of streets as far as the eye could see. The tattered figures, dressed in striped burlap prisoners, moved inside the camp. Some carried boards, others
wielded pickaxes and shovels, and then, others raised thick trunks on the backs of waiting trucks. Barbed wire interrupted every thirty or forty yards by raised clock towers, each of which stood an SS guard leaning against a machine gun mounted on a tripod. It was then the Auschwitz concentration camp, or, according to
the Germans, who rejoice in the reduction of everything, the CK, pronounced Katset. Not a very encouraging sight to say the least, but at the moment our awakened curiosity has taken on some of our fear. I looked around the car at my comrades. Our group consisted of twenty-six doctors, six pharmacists, six women,
our children and some elderly people, both men and women, our parents and relatives. Sitting on the luggage or on the floor of the car, they looked tired and apathetic, their faces betrayed a kind of premonition that even the excitement of our arrival could not be dispelled. Several children were asleep. Others sat
chewing on a few scraps of food we had left. And the rest, finding nothing, tried in vain to wash the dried lips with dry tongues. Heavy steps crunched on the sand. The cry of orders violated the monotony of expectation. The seals on the cars were broken. The door slowly disintegrated, and we could already hear them
giving us orders. Everyone goes out and brings hand luggage with him. Leave all the heavy luggage in the carriages. We jumped to the ground and then turned to take our wives and children in our arms and help them down because the level of the cars was more than four and a half feet off the ground. The guards have
prepared us along the tracks. In front of us stood a young SS officer, impeccable in form, a gold socket decorating the lapel, boots smartly polished. Although not familiar with the various rows of the SS, I assumed from his hand group that he was a doctor. I later learned that he was the head of the SS team, that his
name was Dr. Mengele, and that he was the chief physician of the Auschwitz concentration camp. As a medical selector for the camp, he was present when each train arrived. In the moments that followed, we went through certain stages of what Was auschwitz called selection. As for the subsequent stages, each
survived them in accordance with their own destiny. For a start, the SS quickly divided us by gender, leaving all children under the age of fourteen with their mothers. Thus, our once unified group was directly divided into two parts. The feeling of fear overwhelmed us. But the guards answered our troubling questions in a
paternal, almost good-natured manner. It was nothing to worry about. They go to the bath and disinfect, as is customary. After that, we will all be reunited with our families. While they sorted us out for transportation, I had a chance to look around. In the light of the dying sun the image glimpsed earlier through a crack in
the car box seemed to have changed, grown more eery and threatening. One object was immediately caught Eye: A huge square chimney built of red brick narrows to the top. It towered over the two-story building and looked like a strange factory chimney. I was particularly struck by the huge flames rising between the
lightning rods, which were installed at angles on the square tops of the chimney. I tried to imagine that hellish cooking would require such a huge fire. Suddenly I realized that we are in Germany, on the land of crematoria. I spent ten years in this country, first as a student, then as a doctor, and I knew that even the
smallest town has its own crematorium. So the factory was a crematorium. A little further I saw a second building with a chimney; then, almost hidden in the thicket, the third, whose chimneys were spewing the same flame. A weak wind brought smoke to me. My nose, then my throat, was filled with the sickening smell of
burning flesh and scorched hair. -- A lot of food for thought out there. But in the meantime, the second stage of selection has begun. In one file, men, women, children, aged, had to pass before the selection committee. Dr. Mengele, the medical selector, made the sign. They're back in two groups. The left column included
the elderly, maimed, weak and women with children under the age of fourteen. The right column consisted exclusively of able-bodied men and women: able-bodied. In this last group I noticed my wife and 14-year-old daughters. We no longer had any way of talking to each other; all we could do was make the signs.
Those who were too ill to walk, elderly and insane, were loaded into Red Cross vans. Some of the older doctors in my group asked if they could also get into the vans. The trucks drove out, and then the left group, five in the know, surrounded by SS guards, pulled away in turn. After a few minutes they were out of sight,
cut off from the eyes of the overgrown trees. The right column did not move. Dr. Mengele ordered all doctors to take a step forward; He then approached a new group of about fifty doctors and asked those who had studied at a German university who had a deep knowledge of pathology and practiced forensic
examination to take a step forward. Be very careful,' he added. You have to be equal with the task; for if you don't ... and his menacing gesture left little to the imagination. I looked at my comrades. Maybe they were intimidated. What did it matter? My mind has already been made. I broke ranks and introduced myself. Dr.
Mengele asked me in detail where I studied, the names of my professors of pathology, how I gained knowledge of forensic medicine, how long I practiced, etc. Apparently, my answers were satisfactory because he immediately separated me from others and ordered my colleagues to return to their places. At this point
they have been spared. Because now I have to find out the truth about Then I did not know, namely, that the left group, and those who left in cars, passed a few minutes later through the doors of the crematorium. From which no one ever came back. (Continues...) Excerpts from the Auschwitz Miklos Niisli author's ©
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